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The Balancing Act® on Lifetime TV Talks Treatments: Reducing Fractures, BPH; Plus Easy Office
Lunch

Mission Pharmacal Company, Maruchan Ramen Noodles, Gyrus ACMI Corporation Take Center Stage on Upcoming Show

(Pompano Beach, FL – CISION – May 6, 2013) Popular morning show The Balancing Act® welcomes some of the hottest names in hope
for common health conditions, plus, easy lunch ideas on their show airing on Tuesday, May 7th at 7:00 a.m. (ET/PT) on Lifetime TV. Make
sure to watch as hosts Alan Thicke, Danielle and Kristy help jump start the day with animated conversation, lively recipe demonstrations
and great information to balance and empower a women’s life.

Don’t miss this line-up taking center stage on The Balancing Act:

-          Reducing Bone Fractures – In a Glass By Itself with Mission Pharmacal – Osteoporosis is a common and serious disease that
can cause bones to fracture. Although most common in post-menopausal women, it can affect many adults, men and women -- in fact, 10
million Americans deal with the effects of this deteriorating bone condition, a staggering 8 million of those are women. Medical experts Dr.
Sol Epstein and Nurse Practitioner Susan Rawlins address this relevant health issue as they discuss preventive measures – including
exercise, diet and medicines that help deal with this condition, even one that can be taken in 4 oz of water. www.BINOSTO.com or
www.NOF.org.

-          Quick Way to Have Good Lunch at the Office with Maruchan – From the makers of the famous Ramen Noodles, Maruchan
brings us its versatile Ramen Noodle Bowls. Chef Chris Paul returns to The Balancing Act® kitchen as part of the “Everyday Gourmet”
series to give viewers a quick, easy and affordable solution to having a tasty lunch at the office. Chef Paul will show step by step how to
make a noodle veggie dish that can easily be made the night before and is grab-n-go the next morning. www.maruchan.com

-          Signs and Symptoms of BPH with Gyrus ACMI Corp. – Join host Alan Thicke as he sits down with Dr. Alan Neider to discuss
Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia.   Also known as benign enlarged prostrate, BPH is a common disease affecting 50% of men over the age of
50… and it can affect the quality of life for men and their partners. Find out what the symptoms are and how BPH can be treated to help
restore your quality of life. Take the BPH signs and symptoms quiz as well as learn about the PlasmaButton. www.plasmabutton.com

About The Balancing Act® on Lifetime Television

Now in its 5th year, The Balancing Act® continues to empower women in all aspects of their lives. The mission at The Balancing Act is
simple - the show strives to help today’s modern woman balance it all by bringing them exceptional solutions to everyday problems.
Entertaining, educational and trusted by women, viewers can tune in to America’s premier morning show The Balancing Act on weekday
mornings at 7:00 am (ET/PT) on Lifetime television.

For additional information or to view a segment visit: www.thebalancingact.com
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About The Balancing Act®  on Lifetime Television

The Balancing Act®, America’s premier morning show, airs weekday mornings on Lifetime Television at 7:00am (ET/PT). These days the
modern woman is trying to balance it all and the mission at The Balancing Act® is to bring solutions to them to help them balance life, career,
family, and most importantly themselves. The Balancing Act® is a Branded Entertainment show that entertains, educates and engages the
viewer. 
For more information please contact us at: http://www.TheBalancingAct.com
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